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Upon consideration of the prefiled direct testimony and corresponding exhibits submitted

on January 6 and 7, 2005, by the NRC staff, applicant Louisiana Energy Services, L.P., (LES)

and intervenors Nuclear Information and Resource Service and Public Citizen (NIRS/PC), as

well as the contemporaneously-provided scheduling information, the Board provides the

following clarification/additional guidance:

A. Generic Matters

1.  Duplicate Exhibits.  Only one copy of each item of documentary material should be

offered as evidence in this proceeding.  For example, if LES offers (and has admitted) a certain

portion of a staff report regarding the LES facility, the staff should not then offer into evidence

the same portion of the report.  Instead, the staff would rely on the document already proffered

by LES.  

To this end, the parties should consult with one another and determine whether any of

the prefiled exhibits a party intends to offer into evidence would otherwise be duplicated by

another party in the proceeding.  In each instance this is found to be the case, the parties
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1 When duplicate pre-filed party exhibits have been identified, the party that is
recognized as the one that initially will offer the document must, if it subsequently decides not to
offer the item, provide timely notice of its intent to all other parties who identified the item as a
duplicate document or thereafter evidenced an intent to reply upon it in prefiled direct or rebuttal
testimony.  

2 In this regard, several of the parties have included universal resource locator (URL)
citations to evidentiary materials as part of their exhibit lists.  While these citations clearly are
useful references to show where the materials can be found (and, with their agreement, might
suffice among the parties in lieu of a separate paper or electronic copy), these URL citations
cannot be used as a substitute for the hard copy versions of the prefiled exhibit that must be
provided to the Board or the Office of the Secretary or submitted to the Court Reporter/Clerk
during the hearing when the item is first formally identified for the evidentiary record.  

should determine, based on the schedule under which issues will be presented, which party will

first offer the exhibit into evidence.  The other party intending to use that material as an exhibit

should revise its evidentiary submissions to reference the initial submitting party’s exhibit

number.1  This directive applies inclusively to (1) exhibits prefiled with the Board in relation to

the parties’ prefiled direct testimony; and (2) any exhibits the parties intend to submit in

connection with prefiled rebuttal testimony, due to this Board later this month.  Additionally, the

parties should follow this practice relative to any exhibits utilized in the first instance during the

evidentiary hearing itself (e.g., during cross-examination).  

2.  Filing of Future Prefiled Exhibits.  Two parties filed certain prefiled exhibits in

electronic format on compact disc and we can forsee parties to this proceeding will elect to

submit additional exhibits in this format in the future.  If a party reaches agreement with another

party that this an acceptable format for exchanging prefiled exhibits, they can forgo providing

additional hard copies to that party.2  Moreover, if the parties create electronic versions of their

exhibits for service on other parties, those should be provided in that format to the Board as

well.  Nonetheless, in accord with the Board’s April 15, 2004 initial prehearing order, regardless

of length, hard copies of each prefiled documentary exhibit must be sent to the Board members

and the Office of the Secretary.  In this regard, however, to cut down on the volume of paper
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3  Board members will rely on the copies of the prefiled testimony they have already
received and need not be given an additional copy at the time the testimony is presented at the
hearing.  

4  As with prefiled testimony, Board members will rely on the copies of exhibits already
provided to the Board.  

produced in this proceeding, the Board strongly encourages the parties for all future prefiled

testimony and exhibits to provide hard copy versions to the Board in a double-sided format.  It is

the Board’s understanding that the Office of the Secretary will accept a double-sided format for

hard copy submissions well.  

3.  Document Handling at the Evidentiary Hearing.  At the evidentiary hearing, the

parties should present their documentary materials in the form and quantities specified below:

a.  Testimony.  A party should submit two single-sided hard copy versions of

both the pre-filed direct and rebuttal testimony for a particular witness or witness panel to the

Court Reporter/Clerk at the hearing at the time the witness is being presented.3  However, if a

party makes any revisions to the prefiled testimony that were not submitted to the Board and

the other parties prior to the hearing, in addition to the copies provided to counsel for the other

parties, that party should provide three copies to the Board and two to the Court Reporter/Clerk.

b.  Exhibits.  In accord with 10 C.F.R. § 2.711(h), a party should provide the

Court Reporter/Clerk with an original and two hard copies of each document it wishes to utilize

as evidentiary material at the hearing.4  However, as to an exhibit first submitted at the hearing

(e.g., a cross-examination item), in addition to the copies provided to counsel for the other

parties, a party should submit an original and two copies to the Court/Reporter/Clerk and three

copies to the Board.  Further, when first seeking to have an exhibit identified, the sponsoring

party should be prepared to give a brief description of that individual exhibit for the record.  
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Additionally, to avoid the delay often associated with marking exhibits, the Board will

provide each party that potentially will be proffering exhibits with a stamp and a black ink pad to

use to pre-mark the original and two copies of each exhibit it will be submitting during the

evidentiary hearing.  That stamp includes several items the party will need to have completed

before providing the exhibit to the Court Reporter/Clerk, specifically case name (Louisiana

Energy Services, LP.); docket number (70-3103-ML); party name (LES and the staff can circle

appropriate designations; NIRS/PC should fill in the blank after the designation “Intervenor”);

exhibit number (per the sponsoring party’s numbering scheme); and the witness/ panel that is

sponsoring the exhibit or with whom the exhibit is being used.  The stamp should be placed in

the upper right-hand corner if possible; if not, any location on the first page is acceptable or, if

there is no area on the first page where the stamp would fit without obscuring information, by

folding over the bottom right hand corner of the first page sufficiently so that the stamp can be

placed on the back side of the page.  The parties should bring the stamp and pad for use with

additional exhibits they may seek to introduce during the February evidentiary sessions and

should return them to the Court Reporter/Clerk at the conclusion of those sessions. 

4.  Exhibit List.  At the same time they submit their prefiled rebuttal testimony, each

party should provide the Board’s law clerk (e-mail address:  ble@nrc.gov) an undated electronic

copy of their pre-filed exhibit list for this proceeding. 

5.  Copies of Transcripts.  Parties other than the staff (which is covered under the

agency’s existing court reporting contract) should contact the Court Reporter (Neil R. Gross &

Co., 202-234-4433) well before the first day of the evidentiary hearing to arrange for the

number of copies of the daily transcript it requires.  

6.  Order In Which Contentions Will Be Addressed.  After reviewing the parties

December 14, 2004 joint report on scheduling and their subsequent submissions regarding
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5  Witnesses such as Mr. Rice and Mr. Komanoff should bear this in mind relative to the
matters that they indicated were potential constrains on their availability.  

witness availability, the Board has decided it will follow the order of contentions suggested by

the parties.  The Board notes, however, that its expectation is that, to the extent practicable, it

will begin the evidentiary session hearing regarding a contention at the conclusion of all

presentations regarding the previous contention.5  Moreover, the Board anticipates holding an

evidentiary session on Friday, February 11, 2005.  

As to the order of presentation relative to each contention, as the party with the burden

of proof under 10 C.F.R. § 2.325, LES will go first, followed by the staff, followed by intervenors

NIRS/PC.  

Also, for the parties’ planning purposes, the Board currently contemplates that

evidentiary hearing sessions after the first day (February 7, 2005) will begin at 9:00 a.m. 

Hearing sessions could extend into the early evening as may be required.  

7.  Audio/Visual Needs.  Any party making an evidentiary presentation that has a special

audio/visual display equipment requirement (such as an overhead/computer projector and/or

screen) should advise the Board’s law clerk by Wednesday, January 26, 2005.  To the degree

there are similar needs, the Board may attempt to coordinate party use of such equipment.

8.  Counsel/Representative Attendance during Evidentiary Hearing and Limited

Appearance Sessions.  Each party should advise the Board’s law clerk by Wednesday,

January 26, 2005, as to whether and how many of its counsel/authorized representatives plan

to attend the February 7-16, 2005 evidentiary hearing sessions and/or the limited appearance

sessions scheduled for Saturday, February 12, 2005.  

9.  Closed Hearing Sessions.  As the Board has indicated, although both proprietary and

protected information have been identified as potentially relevant in this proceeding, it hopes to
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6 If the parties believe it would be more efficient to hold a telephone conference on this
subject, the Board members would be available on Tuesday, February 1, 2005, for such a
conference, the time and arrangements for which should be coordinated by contacting the
Board’s law clerk on or before Wednesday, January 26, 2005.    

conduct as much of the evidentiary hearing as possible in open sessions.  To this end, as one

or more of the parties have identified proprietary or protected materials that it may wish to use

relative to certain of the contentions at issue during the February evidentiary sessions, the

Board requests that on or before Monday, January 31, 2005, the parties provide a joint report

outlining their views on whether and to what extent any of the evidentiary hearing sessions will

need to be closed.  In this regard, the Board would encourage the parties to seek

accommodations that would minimize the degree to which hearing sessions would need to be

closed.6

B. Party-Specific Directives

1.  NIRS/PC Exhibits and Testimony.  On or before Friday, January 21, 2005, NIRS/PC

should provide the Licensing Board with electronic and paper copies of their exhibit 53, which

the Board has been unable to access from the CD they provided.  Also, to the degree the

January 12, 2005 LES/staff in limine motions regarding the testimony of Mr.  Rice are

unsuccessful, NIRS/PC should be prepared to provide prefiled testimony that addresses

contentions NIRS/PC EC-1 and EC-2 separately.  In accord with the Board’s prior direction,

these separate sets of testimony would be provided at the time NIRS/PC submit prefiled

rebuttal testimony, which likewise should address each contention separately.   

2.  Staff Exhibits.  Unlike LES and NIRS/PC, the staff has used an exhibit numbering

scheme that begins with the number one relative to each contention being litigated.  The staff

should renumber its exhibits in whatever sequence it desires, but each exhibit should have a

unique alpha or numeric identifier that is not based on a reference to a contention or witness.  
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7 Copies of this memorandum and order were sent this date by Internet e-mail
transmission to counsel for (1) applicant LES; (2) intervenors New Mexico Environment
Department, the Attorney General of New Mexico, and NIRS/PC; and (3) the staff. 

On or before Friday, January 21, 2005, the staff should provide a revised listing of its existing

prefiled exhibits that reflects its revised numbering scheme.  Further, at the time it submits its

prefiled rebuttal testimony, the staff should provide a modified version of its prefiled direct

testimony that incorporates this revised numbering scheme.   

It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE ATOMIC SAFETY
  AND LICENSING BOARD7

   /RA/                                      
G. Paul Bollwerk, III
ADMINISTRATIVE JUDGE

Rockville, Maryland

January 18, 2005
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